Welcome & Introductions

1. Announcements

2. Dates for Future Monthly SEG Meetings
   a. Proposed: Nov 7, Dec 5, Jan. 9, Feb. 6

3. IMO relevant developments
   a. PPR Intersessional Meeting on Consistent Implementation of Regulation 14.1.3 of MARPOL Annex VI ([SWG-AP.1], 9-13 July 2018 (Norway) (10 minutes)
   b. Proposed phase out on use of HFO in the Arctic (USA) (5 minutes)
   c. Polar Code Phase 2 - Developments at MSC 99 ([16-25 May 2018] (Canada)
   d. Information on Polar Ship Certificates issued by/on behalf of Arctic States to date (Secretariat) (3 minutes)

4. HFO Project Status Updates:
   a. Indigenous and local communities reliance on HFO (PAME/SDWG Project)
      (USA/AIA/CCU co-leads) (10 minutes)
   b. Alternative fuels project (Norway/WWF co-lead) (5 minutes)

5. Compendium of Arctic Ship Accidents (CASA) Project (joint PAME/EPPR) - Status Update
   (USA lead) (10 minutes)

6. Arctic Shipping Traffic Data Project - Status Update (US/Norway Co-Leads) (20 minutes)

7. Arctic Shipping Best Practices Information Forum (FIN/CAN/USA co-leads) (20 minutes)
   a. Status Update on 2d Meeting
   b. 2019 Meeting

8. AMSA Recommendations - Project to Refresh/Update Recommendations (USA/Canada Co-leads) (15 minutes)

9. Ms. Olga Sychenikova, Director, International Affairs and Competitiveness, Russian Chamber of Shipping (15 minutes)?

10. State of Knowledge Report on Underwater Noise - Status Update (Canada lead) (5 minutes)

11. Regional Reception Facilities Plan/Project -- Status Update (USA/Russia co-leads) (5 minutes)

12. Safe and Low Impact Shipping Corridors Project (Canada lead) 10 minutes)

13. Observer State Engagement Project (USA/Italy/Poland/Republic of Korea co-leads) (15 minutes)

14. 2019-2021 Project Proposal Possibilities (40-60 minutes)
   a. Summary of Arctic States’ Interpretation of the Polar Code (Norway)
   b. Proposed PAME-ARHC MOU (USA)
   c. CASA Project follow-on
   d. ASTD implementation/Arctic Shipping Trend Analysis Report (PAME Secretariat)
   e. AMSA Recommendation Refresh (USA/Canada)
   f. Underwater noise (Canada)
   g. Vessel greywater discharges (WWF)
   h. Black Carbon/Exhaust Gas Recirculation (Iceland)
   i. Environmental toxicity and fate of light- and intermediate fuel oils when spilled on a cold water surface (Norway)

15. Any Other Business